
DIS TRAN
PACKAGED SUBSTATIONS

A proven track record that delivers 
results, not excuses



Your project done your way, right the first time, everytime.



Primary scope of work includes design and supply of  
the all  above grade structures, equipment and materials  
required for a complete substation installation. Scope  
can be easily expanded or contracted to accommodate  
the customer’s project goals.

Scope of Work

Professional engineers teamed with experienced designers 
and 3D modelers convert project concepts into detailed  
manufacturing and construction plans covering all aspects  
of the substation design.

Engineering 
& Design

Factory-built bus assemblies, assembled structural com-
ponents, skid-mounted factory built substations.

Manufacturing 
& Assembly

Material procurement, expediting, receiving, staging, 
packaging, inspection and shipping.

Marshaling  
& Logistics

A single point of contact provides complete oversight of 
technical and commercial aspects of the project ensuring 
the delivery of a well-coordinated structure, equipment & 
material substation package.

Project
Management

On-site material check-in, shipping containers,  
On-site technical advisory services

Optional  
Enhanced
Services

Let DIS-TRAN power your success  
on your next substation project.



CUSTOM SUBSTATION PROJECTS
“By intensely managing the minute details, 

DIS-TRAN ensures that all products –  

and their interface points – come together  

for a seamlessly coordinated project.”

PRE-ENGINEERED PACKAGES
“It’s a real benefit just to have one project 

manager to talk to instead of chasing down 

four or five different people. It frees up  

engineering time.”

FACTORY-BUILT SUBSTATIONS
“With custom-fabrication capabilities tightly 

integrated into its other services, DIS-TRAN 

delivers factory-built equipment faster,  

better and at lower cost.”



DIS-TRAN has been an industry leader in the design and supply of high-voltage, 
open-air substations and switchyards since 1965. We emphasize a collaborative 
approach that’s conducive to completing your project done your way, right the 
first time, every time. At each phase from development through close -out, we 
deliver innovative designs, efficient material logistics and profitable partnering 
strategies.  We fuse exceptional technical expertise with fast, friendly service 
standards, so that every project can spark greater success.

4725 Highway 28 East, Pineville, Louisiana 71360

distransubstations.com       substations@distran.com        (318) 448-0274

Who We Are



With DIS-TRAN’s value-packed substation offerings, 
you’ll electrify your results.

By coupling the physical product supply of the steel structures and everything that attaches 

to them with the necessary design and procurement services inherent in the efficient 

supply of those products, DIS-TRAN delivers a seamless and well-coordinated project:

*The specific scope of work can expand or contract to suit any project requirements.

• Project Management

• Field Installation Support

• Professional Engineering

• 3D Modeling & Design

• Material Procurement

• Marshaling & Logistics


